
SELF-RECORDING TOOLS: HOW TO
IMPLEMENT THEM INTO THE

CLASSROOM 

 
Self-Recording Tools to

Integrate 

Organized and easy 

Free

Various sharing options: Facebook,

Twitter, Reddit, WhatsApp, email,

create a QR code for it, embed the

link, or download it onto your device 

Vocaroo 
When to use it: a useful tool for students

who need a quick and easy method to

self-record

 

When to use it: a useful tool for creating

organized speaking assignments for students 

Organized into clear and easy sections to

post assignment prompts via voice, video,

text, or MP3, and student responses (text or

voice), assigned class, and due date 

Various pricing options, ranging from free to

$14.99 a month 

Gives the opportunity for helpful dialogue

between instructors and students 

Lingst Classroom 
 

Increased independent
learning skills 

Increased confidence in
speaking skills 

Increased motivation in
learning and speaking 
Increased language

fluency 

At home: Self-recording at home
may lower anxiety 

 
 Self-monitoring: checking for errors

before submission helps develop
speech-monitoring abilities. 

 
 Feedback: teachers can audio-record
themselves in response to students’
recordings, which can provide more
precise feedback, with the correct

pronunciation that students can hear
as often as they would like.

 
 First and last recordings: as

students record themselves several
times during the semester, they can
go back to the first recordings and
see for themselves how much they

have improved.

 Benefits of Self-
Recording Tools on

Language Learners’ Oral
Proficiency



SELF-RECORDING TOOLS: HOW TO
IMPLEMENT THEM INTO THE

CLASSROOM 

Practicing your
language

conversations
with others is a
great way to
gain confidence
and skill in oral

proficiency

Here are some
convenient
outlets to

converse and
record: 

FaceTime 
Zoom 

WhatsApp

 

 

 

 editing tools for audio

recordings--Garageband is

available on Mac, while

Audacity is available on

both PC and Mac 

promotes asynchronous

conversation around the

world through media:

images, videos, documents,

and presentations

 In response, users upload

a “VoiceThread”:
comments that include

the following: text, a

microphone, a web cam, a

telephone, or uploaded

audio file

Garageband and Audacity

 

VoiceThread

Recording Tools for

Conversation with

Others 

Other Self-Recording

Tools to Explore 


